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Robotics - Key to our Manufacturing Future 

Over the last 15 months I have been investigating robotic welding to evaluate 

this process to see if R&R Murphy can implement it into our production 

methods. This is under consideration for several reasons, OHS for our 

Employees health, production efficiencies and better productivity, but what I 

wasn’t sure of is where this technology is today for SMEs in our industry. 

It was on a trip to Wollongong University, who lead the world in robotic 

welding, that convinced me robotics and computer programming is possibly 

where it needed to be for our industry. As the proud winners of the 2018 HMA 

Board Award sponsored by Hello World Travel this enabled me to attend the 

2019 Robotic Welding Expo in Coventry in the UK in October. I will also be 

visiting some companies in the motor industry that have robotics in their 

manufacturing process. 

So here I am, finally arrived in the UK greeted by rain, cold and a traffic jam on 

my arrival in London, but I am certainly looking forward to the journey ahead 

and what lies before me with this technology for the manufacturing industry in 

our region, the Hunter and particularly for R&R Murphy. 

The Robotic Expo in Coventry was certainly an eye-opener with all the latest 

and greatest technology on show, from robotic welding, robotic painting, and 

robotic logistics certainly a lot to absorb in the two days. 

My third and fourth day in Coventry I found to be the most rewarding, I spent 

the third day visiting two companies that supply to BMW and General Motors, 

each of these car manufacturers produce 1000 cars over a 24-hour period that 

roll off their production line. 

Both companies that supply to these car manufacturers had the latest in 

robotic technology to produce the components to feed the hungry production 

schedule of this industry. One company that really stood out for me was 

Benteler Automotive - it is an Auto part manufacturer in Corby near Coventry 

UK.   This Company, I believe, has perfected robotics into their production 



manufacturing (welding, logistics, painting), and to watch this work effortlessly 

with their production workers to achieve the quality and consistency of their 

product was truly amazing. 

On the fourth day I met with Stuart Dunn, a gentleman I have been talking to 

over the last six months.  Stuart refurbishes and programs robots for the car 

industry all over the UK and is one of the leaders in this field and is also the 

gentleman that will give me the answers I need. Is our manufacturing industry 

in Australia for SMEs like R&R Murphy ready for robotic welding and the 

technology and programming? 

By the end of our meeting, after showing Stuart our capabilities and the kind of 

manufacturing that R&R Murphy do, I was convinced that we all need to look 

at this robotic technology for future growth and to remain cost effective and 

competitive for the healthy future of manufacturing in Australia. 

Stuart and his colleagues are costing a proposal to supply and programme two 

robots to suit R&R Murphy’s manufacturing needs. Robotics has the capability 

to achieve a great outcome for SME’s in our industry. I am certainly looking 

forward to the next part of our journey of continual improvement with this 

technology. 
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